
THE ACCOUNTS OF LIFE.
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Peter Robertson.
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THE HABIT OF HEALTH.
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IX'ILIZATION bv Soap is onlv skin-deep directly: but indirectly there is no

limit to it.
dz -**T7*T'

If we think of Soap as a means of cleanliness only, even then PEA-RS’ SOAP is a

matter of course. It is the onlv Soap that is all Soap and nothing but Soap —no free tar

nor tree alkali m it.

But what does cleanliness lead to ? It leads to a wholesome body and mind :to clean

thoughts : to the habit of health : to manly and womanly beauty

PEARS’ SOAP
Has to do with the wrinkles of age—we are forming them now. It lite is a pleasure, the

wrinkles will take a cheerful turn when they come :it a burden, a sad one. The Soap that frees

us from humours and pimples brings a litetul of happiness. \\ rinkles will come :. let us give
them the cheerful turn.

\ irtue and wisdom and beautv are onlv the habit of happiness.
Civilization by Soap, pure Soap. PEARS* SQAP that has no alkali in it—nothing but

Soap—is more than skin-deep.
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